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Pilots N Paws ‐ Terms of use
Welcome to Pilots N Paws! Our goal is to be a meeting place for those who rescue, shelter or foster
animals, and pilots and plane owners willing to assist with the transportation of animals.

The views and comments entered in these forums are personal and are not those of Pilots N Paws. 

Pilots N Paws has the right to remove, edit, move or close any topic, and to ban any member at any time.

By registering, you agree to the following terms and conditions: 

I agree to keep my language and links family friendly at all times. 

I understand that the information I enter will be stored in a database. While this information will not be
disclosed to any third party without my consent, Pilots N Paws will not be held responsible for any
hacking attempt that may lead to the data being compromised.

I understand that personal information I include in my posts will be publicly viewable and may be picked
up and cached by search engines. It is my decision whether to post personal information for the sake of
expediting my rescue. I have the option to rely on private messaging or request that registered users
contact me through the email icon in my profile, which is hidden from search engines.

I understand that rescue flights are the responsibility of the sending and receiving parties and pilots.
Pilots N Paws is only a meeting place for rescue flights. Pilots N Paws does not coordinate transports
and/or rescue animals. Pilots N Paws cannot be held responsible or liable for any flights. Flights are the
responsibility and liability of the sending and receiving parties and pilots.

I agree that if I post a transport request on this board, I will log in daily and check my request for
replies until the request is filled or until I cancel my request. THIS IS IMPORTANT! Logging in daily
and keeping your posts updated shows pilots your request is still active, and ensures you see all replies
or private messages right away. Do not rely solely on direct email notification of replies.

I agree that if I post a transport request and it is completed, cancelled, or postponed, I will update
my request on the board immediately by editing my subject line to "DONE" or "CANCELLED". THIS
IS IMPORTANT! It will keep the board and the transport requests current thereby allowing the generous
volunteer pilots to accept another request if yours is no longer needed.

I agree that if I post or receive a transport request on this board, I will respond to all replies from
pilots or rescues immediately. THIS IS IMPORTANT! It is common courtesy to the volunteer pilots and
rescues and ensures your transport request has the highest chance of success.

I agree to follow all additional guidelines posted by administration on the board.
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Pilots N Paws. Rescue flights are the responsibility of the sending and receiving
parties and pilots. Pilots N Paws is only an electronic meeting place for those seeking
to make arrangements for rescue flights. Pilots N Paws does not arrange for rescue
flights, coordinate transports and/or rescue animals. Pilots volunteer their time and
aircraft to the sending and receiving parties, not to Pilots N Paws. Pilots N Paws is not
responsible or liable for the conduct of any pilots or flights. Compliance with
applicable law and the conduct of flights are the responsibility and liability of the
sending and receiving parties and pilots.
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